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The Sight of the Perfect Jeweler
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The Satguru has the quality of the
earth: As one sows in it, such a
fruit he gets.
The disciples of the Master sow the
seeds of nectar and get the fruit of
the nectar from the Lord.
God is not the personal property of
anyone; He belongs to every community, He belongs to every religion, He
belongs to every country. And everybody
in this world-whether he is man or
woman, whether he belongs to this country or that country, or whether he comes
from lower class or upper class - all have
the right to realize Him. Masters are sent
by God and that is why they also belong
to every religion. Masters make us
understand that Satgurus are like the
earth: If you sow sugar cane in the earth
or if you sow chilies or if you sow wheat
-whatever you sow, you will reap only
that. In the same way, whatever feelings
you have for the Master, you get the fruit
according to your feelings.
Masters tell us, whatever karma you do
you will have to suffer or enjoy the reaction of that. Whatever you sow, that will
be grown and you will have to reap that.
We cannot harvest sugar cane after planting chilies. Nor can we harvest chilies by
sowing sugar cane. Kabir Sahib says, "If
the farmer sows a useless bush and expects to harvest sugar cane, he cannot do

This is the third in the "Manmukh &
Gurumukh" series on the Gauri Vars of
Guru Ramdas, given at Sant Bani Ashram, New Hampshire, on July 6, 1980.
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that; because whatever you sow, that you
will reap."
But Satguru is the soil or ground of
religion, and whatever you sow in Him,
you get that. Gurumukhs always sow the
nectar of Naam in Him, and that is why
they get to drink that nectar of Naam.
Farid Sahib says, "Sugar, rock candy,
honey and other things are very sweet, but
Naam -the Name of the Lord -is sweeter
than this, and no other sweet thing can
compare with it.

Their faces are bright in this world
and beyond, and they get the true
honor in the court of the Lord.
Guru Ramdas Ji says, "Those who do the
meditation of Shabd Naam and make their
soul free from the clutches of mind, they
live very happily and comfortably in this
world. And when they leave this world and
go to the court of the Lord, there also they
are very welcome and God honors them."

In the heart of some is falsehood,
and they continuously practice
falsehood.
A s they sow such seeds, such a fruit
they will get.
When the Satguru, , the Jeweler,
looks closely at them, they will be
revealed as counterfeit.
In the Sangat of the Satgurus, dear souls,
loving souls, come, and in addition many
other souls also come just from looking
at other people. In the Mansarovar, or the
pure pool, the swans go as well as the
search for
cranes. Swans go there
pearls, but the cranes go there searching
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for fish. But when they do not get the
fish, they leave disappointed. So such
souls, those who are the slaves of their
mind and the organs of senses, even if
they come to the Satsang of the Master,
even if they spend a lot of time there, still
within them they have the quality of the
crane and do not accept the words of the
Master as the loving souls do.
The sight of the Saints is the sight of
the Perfect Jeweler; They can very well
see who is supposed to be in the Sangat
and who is not supposed to be there. So
when those souls who are not supposed
to be in their Sangat come to their Satsang, they do one or another thing, looking at which only the dear souls remain
in the Satsang, while the other people
don't have love for the Master after that,
and they leave the Satsang. Hazrat Bahu
says, "Bitter squash will never turn into
watermelon, no matter if you take it to
Mecca, the holy place." In the same way,
even if you go on putting millions of tons
of sugar in a salt well, still the water will
not turn sweet.
In Agra, in the Satsang of Swami Ji
Maharaj, many flies, or many people,
started coming, those who were not supposed to be there. They would come to
eat the food and do other things. And the
dear ones would work very hard to make
that food, and they would come from the
city and eat that food. But still they would
have no faith in the Master. So in order
to remove those flies, once Swami Ji
Maharaj took some water in His mouth
and He spit that water on the langar
which was made. For the dear ones it was
a blessing, and they thought, "This is the
most fortunate day when the Master has
'contaminated9 all the food and He has
made this parshad, He has made this
blessed food." But those people who had
no faith in the Master, were upset; they
said, "What is the use of comirlg to this
place where we are fed contaminated
4

food?" And they left. And they used to
say when Master Sawan Singh was alive,
"No use to go there because he will give
you dirty food to eat." And now people
say also, that we do not bless the food but
we contaminate the food. So Masters do
such things to keep the flies out of their
Satsang.
Once Master Sawan Singh was giving
Satsang in Shimla, and there came some
Akalis. (Akalis are a sect of the Sikh
religion.) They used to come there and
oppose Master Sawan Singh very much.
When they came, the Satsang was going
on. So Master Sawan Singh welcomed
them and told them that if they wanted
to talk to him, he could stop giving Satsang and see them. But they said, "No,
you keep doing the Satsang, and after the
Satsang is over we will see you." After the
Satsang was over and when the time came
to distribute the parshad, those people did
not accept the parshad, and they asked,
"First you should tell us whether this parshad, this food, is contaminated or
whether it is fresh." So Master Sawan
Singh replied, "It is both. It is fresh as
well as contaminated." They said, "How
is that possible?" Master Sawan Singh
replied, "You see, when you offer the parshad, after doing your worship - when
you offer some food to God and say, 'Oh
God, please take some from this and turn
the rest into parshad'-if God accepts
that, it means that it is contaminated
because God has eaten from the same
plate. And if God does not accept that,
it means that it is fresh. So in wnatever
way you want, you can understand this."
Then they realized that when a Master
touches the food He is not contaminating
it, He is blessing it; and they were convinced that Masters do not contaminate
any food. Master Sawan Singh said, "You
can ask my sons: I never made them eat
with me from the same plate. A Master
who has stayed up all night and has
SANT BANI

meditated a lot, and who has earned the
wealth of spirituality by working very
hard, how would he like to give this
wealth of spirituality to other people: By
allowing them to eat from his plate, or by
allowing them to eat contaminated food?
In the same way, when Guru Nanak
wanted to remove the flies, He disguised
Himself as a hunter, and he took some
dogs with him and he had a sword in his
hand. He told his disciples to follow him;
but when his disciples saw him as a
hunter, they felt very bad, and one by one
they all left him. Everyone went away
from him except Bhai Lena, who was
later on called Guru Angad. When Guru
Nanak asked him why he was following
him and did not go away like the others,
he replied, "The other people went
because they might have something to do
in the world, but I have nothing in the
world which I can say is my own, except
You; You are the only thing which belongs to me. That is why I am with You."
Guru Nanak was so pleased with him that
he showered all his Grace on Guru
Angad.
The Perfect Masters, those who have
done the meditation, don't desire many
disciples. They don't seek many disciples;
they are not in this world to collect many
disciples. They always look for the dear
souls, for the loving souls. Master Sawan
Singh used to say, "It is much better to
have one faithful disciple than to have one
thousand disciples who don't have faith
in the Master."
As we get the Perfect Master only if we
are very fortunate ones; in the same way,
Master only gets a good disciple if He is
very fortunate. If Perfect Masters didn't
get perfect disciples, then nobody could
recognize their glory in this world, because you know that the worldly people
cannot recognize the Masters. Only the
perfect disciples can recognize the
Masters. So that is why Guru Ramdas Ji
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Maharaj says here, "Master has the sight
of a jeweler, and when He looks at the
people he knows who is good for Him
and who is not; who is supposed to come
in His sangat and who is not." That is
why, when he wants to remove those people from his sangat who are not supposed
to be there, he does such things. And in
that way, he removes the flies.

They get always what they bring
about; they sound as God makes
them sound.
Nanak says, Y n both sides the Lord
Himself works, and daily He sees
everything."
Within the Gurumukhs God resides,
and manmukhs also are created by God.
God is the protector of both of them; God
takes care of both the ants. And because
Gurumukhs do the devotion of God in
order to reach God, they get the wealth
of devotion of God and do reach Him.
Whereas the manmukhs are driven by
passions and desire worldly things; therefore they get to enjoy those, which lead
them to hell. So whatever feeling you
have when you are doing the devotion to
the Lord, you get the fruit according to
that.
This world is like a big shopping center,
in which everybody is either selling his
goods, or buying goods from the world.
Everybody is doing his work, whatever
work he has been given, good or bad.
Suppose one wise man went to a shopping
center with his son, and was called bad
names by someone who was selling things
in the market. His son doesn't know what
he is doing, so he complains to his father:
"Father, look at that man. He is saying
bad things to you. Why don't you reply
to him?" But the father is wise; he knows
that those bad names are not good for
him, and he is not a customer of them.
So he says, "Never mind, my son; let's go.
Everybody in this market is selling his
5

things, but we don't want to take this, so
why worry about it? There is no need to
pay any attention to it." Because that
father was wise, he explained to his son
also, and he was not affected by the bad
things which were said to him in the
market of this world.
In the same way, when Masters come
they know what is good for Them and
what is bad for Them. And even if people criticize Them and say bad words to
Them, They don't respond in the same
tone; They pay no attention to that.
Because They know that neither criticism
of this world is going to go with Them,
nor the praise or honor of this world. The
only thing which will accompany us is the
Naam of the Master and the devotion of
the Naam which we have done in this
world. Masters also come in this world,
in this shopping center, and They also do
many things; but They never accept those
things which are harmful to Them; They
never pay any attention to any criticism
or any bad things which people offer to
them.

Mind is one, and it can work in one
side. Wherever he is attached, he
gets that place.
Someone may talk about many
things, but he only gets what he
has at home.
You have only one mind, and you can
make him do anything you want. If you
want, you can make him do the devotion
of the Lord, and if you want, you can
make him enjoy the worldly pleasures. It
is not possible for you to criticize others
and backbite others, and at the same time
realize God. You can do only one thing;
either you involve your mind in criticism,
and in doing bad things and enjoying
worldly things; or you can involve him in,
or make him do, the devotion of the
Lord. Guru Sahib says, "When the taste
of the devotion of the Lord comes, then

the taste of the worldly pleasures finds no
place there." Mahatmas make us understand that God cannot be realized by talking about Him, or by hearing stories, or
telling stories about Him. Whatever
receptivity you have within you, according to that you can realize God.
Master Sawan Singh used to say, "You
go within and see the condition of authors
of books which are very popular in this
world-go and see how the Negative
Power has tortured them. Because writing
books and giving talks is the work of the
mind and the intellect." Just because we
have read many books, or written many
books, it doesn't mean that God will open
His door to us, because all these works
are of mind and intellect. We can make
God open his doors to us only by doing
the practices which are shown to us by our
Master.
Master Kirpal often used to tell the
story of the pundit, or learned scholar,
who came to Kabir Sahib carrying a lot
of books on a bullock, to debate with
him. In those days they had no other
means of transportation: jeeps, cars, etc.
So they had to carry their things on the
backs of bullocks, or other animals. So
he came with all the books he had on the
bullock. And when he came to the house
of Kabir Sahib, Kabir was not there but
his daughter, Kamali, was there. So he
asked her, "Is this the house of Kabir
Sahib?" She replied, "Kabir's home is in
the sky, and the path which goes to
Kabir's home is very slippery. Not even
an ant can go there. 0 Pundit, what
makes you think you can get there with
so many books and a bullock?"
Nowadays in India, there are many
universities. But in the olden days there
was only one university, in the city of
Kashi. Those who graduated from that
university were greatly honored because
they were supposed to be very great learned people. Once it so happened that two
SANT BANI

scholars, after graduating from that are you going to survive by eating other
university, were on the way back to their people's leftover foods?" He explains:
home, and had to spend the night in one "People come to the Master and quote
farmer's home. When they arrived there, from one book or another; they quote
the farmer welcomed them very warmly from the books in which the experiences
and allowed them to spend the night of the perfect Masters are written. But
there. Maybe to attend the call of nature, how long are we going to survive if we
one of those scholars went out. So the don't practice those words in our life, and
farmer asked the other scholar how learn- if we don't mold our life according to
ed the scholar was who had just gone out. that?" Only reading of the experiences of
(You know that one scholar will never the Masters will not do any good to us.
praise another; he says, "He doesn't know Unless we practice them, we will not be
anything, only I know.") So that scholar able to progress.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that
replied; "Well, he doesn't know anything.
He is a donkey. I am more learned than once a Master was walking, and another
he is." After some time, the one who had man was also with him. Both of them saw
gone out came back; and the one who was that many animals were coming: cows
in the house went out. So the farmer and buffaloes and sheep were coming,
asked that same question to that scholar. and a shepherd was leading them. So the
And he said, "Well, I am the most learn- man who was with that Master became
ed man. He is a bull, he is not a scholar." very happy, and said, "Master, look at
So the farmer kept quiet. And when the that! How many animals are coming!"
food was ready and he invited them to Master was very patient and said, "Well,
eat, instead of serving them food for there are many coming, but what have
humans, in one plate he had put some you to do with that? Do you have any
grass and leaves, and in the other plate animal of your own in there?" He said,
he had hay. They got very upset and said, "No, I have no animal there, but my un"0 farmer, why don't you bring the food cle's cow is there." He replied, "Then why
which we want to eat?" The farmer are you worried about it? Why are you
replied, "You said that he is a donkey, so so happy? You don't have anything in
I have brought donkey food for him; and there."
you said that he is a bull, and I have
So Masters tell us, we should first be
brought the bull's food for him." When concerned for our own soul. We should
they realized they had criticized each know how far we go in meditation and
other and had praised only themselves, how far we can withdraw our soul. First
they felt very embarrassed, and they left we should worry about our own selves.
without eating. Master Kirpal Singh Ji Just by reading other people's experiences
used to tell this story very often just to we should not get excited. Reading is not
make the learned people understand that bad, but you should understand the
by learning, by becoming scholars, you meaning of reading also. You should read
cannot develop humility; by getting a lot that, and you should put that into pracof knowledge and becoming scholars, you tice: you should work for your own soul.
just wrestle with your mind and it doesn't
Guru Sahib calls that learned one fooladd to your humility.
ish who has greed and egoism. Mahatmas
Kabir Sahib even says, "0learned one, do not mean to say that reading is not
you have come to meet me and you are good, or learning is not good, or getting
quoting from many books, but how long knowledge is not good. They say that it
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is good to get knowledge, it is good to
read (You see that now we are also reading this bani). But they say that whatever
you read you should understand, and you
should put that into practice. Only that
reading is worthwhile which you put into
practice after reading.

Without the Satguru one doesn't get
the right understanding.
Egoism does not flee from within.
The egotists have suffering and
hunger
And they beg from door to door.
Now he says that without the guidance of
the Master we cannot know about our
Real Home; and without the guidance of
the Master, we cannot know what is good
for us and what is bad for us. Without
the guidance of the Master we cannot get
rid of the disease of egoism. Those who
are bothered by the ego always have pain,
take birth, die, and always come and go
in this world.
Namdev was a calico printer, born in
a low caste. In India in those days people
believed very strongly in the caste system,
and they did not allow people of low caste
to enter the temple of the high-caste people. But Namdev was very interested in
doing the devotion of the Lord. Once in
a state of intoxication, he went into a temple and sat there. When the other people
came and saw that one low-caste man was
sitting there in the devotion of the Lord,
in the temple, they became very upset and
they threw Namdev out of that temple
and made Him sit behind it. Because
Namdev was doing meditation and sitting
in the remembrance of God, as soon as
he connected himself with God the front
door of that temple was turned in the
direction in which Namdev was sitting.
The people were very surprised; they had
been singing and chanting hymns and
playing musical instruments to please
God. But God was not pleased by their

devotion; He was pleased by Namdev's
devotion-so pleased that He turned the
door of the temple in His direction. When
Namdev saw that the other people were
singing, and playing cymbals and other
things, he had no musical instrument to
play with, but he also felt like playing
some music; so he took off his sandals
and started playing music with them. God
is realized only in a state of innocence.
When we are innocent, only then God
showers Grace on us.
This incident of Namdev happened in
the village called Ghuman which means
"turned around," and it was the same
village where Baba Jaimal Singh was
born. So Guru Nanak Sahib says, "God
turns his back on the critics and egoistic
people; but those who meditate on Naam,
He embraces them."

Falsehood and deceit do not remain
hidden.
The outward show and covering fall
off.
For whom it is pre-written, him the
Satguru, the Lord, meets.
We cannot hide untrue or false things for
long. The ornament which has a gold
plating but in fact is not made of gold,
can pretend that it is made of gold until
it is taken to the jeweler. But as soon as
the jeweler sees it and tests it, he will
know that it is not gold, but something
else.
No one can deceive God and Master,
because both of Them are sitting within
us. They know how much love we have
for Them, and how much we are pretending to be Their 1overs.They know how
true we are. That is why we can never
deceive them. That is why in the Satsang
They say, "Be holy and be pure." Because
the more holy you are and the purer you
are, the closer you will come to God. The
only way of making yourself holy and of
purifying yourself is Simran. Simran
SANT BANI

purifies our soul, and contemplation or
dhyan makes it possible for our soul to
remain fixed at the eye center; and after
that the Shabd pulls our soul up. So
Masters always say, "Keep your mind involved in doing Simran so that your soul
may get more purified and be able to rise
above."
He says, "Satguru meets only them in
whose fate it is written from the
beginning."

As when iron is brought in contact
with the Philosopher's Stone,
Through that meeting it becomes
gold.
Now Guru Ramdas Ji very lovingly explains to us that if we touch iron with a
philosopher's stone, it is turned into gold.
In the same way, no matter how bad we
are, how many bad deeds we have done,
if we come in the Satsang of the Master,
if we obey His commandments, and if we
do what He is telling us to do and
everything that we are supposed to do, no
matter how bad we are, after coming in
the Sangat of Master we can become
good.
But Kabir Sahib says, "Oh Kabir, what
can the philosopher's stone do if the iron
is rusty?" What can the Master do if the
disciple is still obeying the dictates of the
mind and is involved in the pleasures of
the organs of senses? What is the fault in
the philosopher's stone if the iron is
rusted?

Oh Lord of humble Nanak, you are
the Lord.
As it pleases you, you make things
seen.
"Oh Lord, You are the Giver to everyone
and you are the Protector of everyone;
and it is all in Your will. Whatever way
You want You are taking care of the
souls." Some get the awareness of what
they have to do, and some do not get that
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awareness and are still wandering here
and there. Some people come to the
Master and realize that now they are to
do the meditation and go back Home.
Whereas some people come to the Master,
but still don't realize that it is their duty
to do the meditation and go back Home.

The Lord Himself unites them with
Him who serve Him in their
hearts.
They share the good qualities, and
with the Shabd they burn their bad
qualities.
Now Guru Ramdas Ji describes the glory
of the Lord. He says, "Oh Lord, those
who do your devotion, You give them a
place in Your Home. And those who
manifest You within, and go to them who
have manifested You within, they also
share the good qualities, and they also
share the knowledge about You, by going in their company."

The bad qualities are thrown away,
and to whom God gives the true
qualities, (they) get those.
When we thresh the crop, we pay no attention to its color; we are just concerned
about collecting the grain. Or when we eat
almonds, we take out the almonds and
just throw away the shell; we just take the
fruit and eat that. In the same way, when
we do the devotion of Shabd Naam, we
put all our attention on the inner fruit,
and pay no attention to the worldly
pleasures and things. Because all these
worldly pleasures seem useless when we
get interested in doing the meditation of
Naam.
1sacrifice myself to my Master, Who
has manifested the good qualities,
removing the bad ones.

He says, "I sacrifice myself for my brave
Master, Who made me develop the good
habits within myself and leave the bad
9

habits. It is only because of His grace and
mercy that now I can see what things are
useless and what are useful." For spiritual
progress it is very important to have a
pure mind.
Great is the Glory of the Great One:
Gururnukhs sing His praise.

When we rise above the rajagun, tamagun
and satagun, and remove all the vestures - physical, astral and causal covers
-from our soul, then we are able to meet
God. And the Gurumukhs Who reach
Sach Khand and become one with God
never say even a single word in Their own
praise. When They utter anything, it is all
in the praise of Their Master, it is all in
the praise of God. And that is why They

say, "I have no mission, I have no work
to do; whatever I have in this world, that
all belongs to God. And in whatever way
God wants me to work, I am working in
that way."
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "All the glory
is to the Greater One. All the glory is to
my Master, Who taught me the Path of
the Naam and told me what was my work
in this. So whatever I have done, whatever I have achieved, I sing His praise; all
the glory, all the credit, goes to Him."
Kabir Sahib says, "It is like a piece of
salt, who went into the ocean to see where
it came from-to find its origin. And
when it went there, it was dissolved there,
and now it doesn't come back to tell people what its origin was."

COLOMBIA DATES
Following are the dates of Sant Ji's stay in Colombia:
June 17-Sant Ji arrives in Bogota (North Americans arrive June 16)
June 18 -No program (Day of rest for Sant Ji)
June 19-June 25 -Bogota program
June 26-No program. (Sant Ji in Popayan.)
June 27-July 1 - Bucaramanga program
July 1 - Sant Ji leaves Colombia
In Bogota there will be n o facilities for camping or tenting. Everyone who
comes will be put up in a building complex in the immediate vicinity, withln
walking distance of the Ashram, which will be rented. In Bucaramanga
there will be camping only, and people will have t o bring their own tents.
All who wish t o participate in the Colombia program should write t o
Sant Bani Ashram, Franklin, N.H. 03235 for signing up. Those planning
t o come from the West Coast of U.S. should contact Michael Barickman,
507 Melvin, Petaluma, C A 94952 for getting tickets, after signing up with
Sant Bani Ashram. All others should get tickets through Sant Bani Ashram.
Detailed information on flights and fares is being sent t o those who
have written to Sant Bani Ashram expressing their intention t o go.
For those wishing t o attend both Bogota & Bucaramanga programs,
flights between Bogota and Bucaramanga will be arranged by the
Colombians.
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Your Face is Home
Come my Lord oh please come
Tears of separation are raining down
Come give us one more hour of sweetness
as the day wanes
The sangat is already singing
Your face is home
Your eyes our only hope
Your countenance is very bright
Your white turban shines
Between glances the thought
Soon He will go behind His pink door
and all will grow dark
Between gazes the plea
dear sangat sing another long song
Oh Father Your face is home
Your eyes our only hope
Our time together ends
You climb Your narrow stair
Stand at the tiny high balcony looking down
It is an age-old love scene
with this new twist
The Lover is retiring leaving
many young maidens far below
desperately in love but ignorant and shy
Oh Beloved Your face is home
Your eyes our only hope
A smile a wave

a last light-filled look
The pink door closes is bolted It's over
Among the abandoned ones
tears are raining down
A million glances would never be enough
Oh my Golden One Your face is home
Your eyes our only hope
T R A C Y LEDDY
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Sunt Ajaib Singh Ji greets the sangat in Bombay

With the Master in Bombay
January 1983
CHRISTOPHER McMAHON
Master Kirpal decided that He
would mould Sant Ji into His sucW
cessor, He was determined to give
HEN

mankind on every level the most beautiful
Master possible, a "lovely fakir"; and I
shall always remember this year's Bombay Program as the one in which we were
allowed to behold the "lovely fakir" (the
one free from all care about Himself) of
Master Kirpal. From the time He entered
the airport in Bombay to the time He left,
He continually radiated the simple beauty, perfection, love and simplicity of
Master Kirpal and of all the great souls
that have graced this earth.
In past years I have talked a lot about
the format of the program; the love and
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respect for the Master present in both the
astern and Western Sangat; the cooperation, harmony and devotion existing
among those attending. So this year I will
try to share only a few simple memories
of the special ten days we spent in His
company.
This year the numbers attending the
program increased threefold. Sant Ji told
us several years ago that each year more
people would come, but we did not expect that there would be such a radical increase in the Sangat in such a short tirpe.
Most of the newcomers were initiates of
Baba Somanath Ji who up to this time
had stayed away, and seekers who have
heard about Sant Ji through other in13

itiates. But as He foresaw this, He inspired us to rent two full halls, so that
everyone could be comfortably accommodated. The new hall which is but a few
minutes walk from Rambagh proved to
be a great blessing, as it was quieter and
could seat many more people in positions
where they could easily have the benefit
of darshan. It also proved to be a quieter
place for the morning meditation which
Sant Ji held daily.
Not only did the Bombay Sangat increase but Sant Ji sent by train thirteen
sevadars from Rajasthan and about
thirty-five initiates from Delhi. Also we
had one hundred Westerners attending including families with children, so it was
truly a most beautiful and inspiring and
loving Sangat gathered for the Bhandara
of Baba Ji. (Sant Ji told us on a number
of occasions that we should always consider this program to be a bhandara or
spiritual gathering in the remembrance of
Baba Ji).
With such a gathering of devotees
assembled it is easy to see that Sant Ji had
a lot of work to attend to. He certainly
did not come to Bombay to rest. In the
morning He gave the meditation, a
children's darshan, an hour darshan for
the Westerners, and private darshan for
the Indian Sangat for two hours.
In the afternoon He gave darshan while
lunch was being served, had a short rest
and then conducted private interviews for
the Westerners coming only for the Bombay program and saw the Indian Sangat
for another two hours. In the evening He
held Satsang.
In retrospect, it amazes me how anyone
could give so much. Those of us who were
doing seva only had to take care of some
very basic works and I know that often
I was very exhausted, but Sant Ji had to
see us all several times a day as well as
see individually 400-600 Indian devotees
daily. And, of course, during those times
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when He is with us as a group or individually He is extending maximum love,
grace and mercy upon our souls. And so
the remembrance of His constant giving
without reserve remains imprinted upon
my heart. I had the very good fortune to
witness some of His interaction with our
Indian brothers and sisters and I would
like to share a little of the beauty of those
moments.
Since there was such an unexpected increase in the numbers of people attending,
the Indian langar became busier than ever
before. The sevadars working there began
early in the morning and worked till
eleven or twelve at night. Their workload
was so great that they had no time to leave
the langar and wait in the long morning
and afternoon lines for darshan (sometimes the lines would extend the length of
a long hall and down the steps to the
ground floor and more). Nor did they
have time to come for morning meditation or evening satsang. So their contact
with the Master was limited to a momentary glimpse as He came or went from the
hall, if that. Sant Ji had made it clear to
the langar sevadars that they should not
give up their work at any cost, not even
to come to Satsang. For He said that such
a seva was higher than Satsang, as they
were serving the blessed food to the
Master's dear ones. They faithfully
followed His orders, but one day about
six or seven days into the program a
young Indian sevadar came and told me
how the langar sevadars were longing for
darshan but had no opportunity to see the
Master. I had been so caught up in other
duties that I was unaware that this was
going on. So I thought I should at least
mention it to Sant Ji. When this information was given, He said that I should
bring them right when the door opened
at 9:00 in the morning and 4:30 in the
evening and they could come before
everyone else. So this turned out to be a
SANT BANI

sweet blessing for me also because I got
to see these dear souls go in and quietly
touch His feet, gaze into His eyes for a
few precious moments, and take prashad
from His hands. So tender and profound
are such scenes. Watching them relate to
the Master in this way, I realized that it
is not how much time we get with Him,
but the simplicity, gratitude and openness
with which we approach Him. I am sure
that these souls did not get one iota less
from Him in fifteen or twenty seconds
than we get from Him in our lengthy
interviews.
One of the sweetest scenes I witnessed
was when one mother with her child came
for darshan. Her little one was perhaps
three years old but he toddled across the
room waving his small arms crying,
"Baba Ji, Baba Ji, Baba Ji." Then he fell
down on the Master's feet. How happy
Sant Ji was, no words can describe.
I was very touched by the way the
mothers brought their children to Him in
general. The small babies were so gently
laid on His feet. And He in His turn
would ruffle their hair and give them
prashad. Seldom, very seldom were any
words spoken during these times. Often
only the tears in their eyes spoke of their
tremendous love and esteem they had for
the Master. Sant Ji told us that the Satsangis of Bombay were very poor
(materially) but were very loving and
humble. And I think it is this simple love,
humility and reverence which permits the
Master to shower so much grace upon our
hearts during such programs and why He
grows ever more beautiful to our eyes.
Several years ago we mentioned to Him
that there were times when His body
seemed to shimmer and glow with the
purest golden light during Satsang and He
said that when the Sangat is very simple
and loving indeed He is able to give more.
The Satsangs seemed more dynamic
and charged to me than any previous
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year. Each evening there were from five
to seven hundred people in attendance,
and because of one reason or another I
had to sit in the back, and since the hall
was long and narrow my seat was quite
far away from Him. But once He commenced the Satsang, such was the power
and magnetism of His words and His Holy Form that I felt as if I had a front row
seat. He was very dynamic, making many
significant gestures and speaking in an intimate, powerful way. Most of the Satsangs dealt with meditation. Another
thing that moved me deeply was the manner in which He commented on the bani.
When He ended each commentary He
would say "Ji" indicating to Pathi Ji to
sing the next stanza. This may seem like
a small thing but it meant very much t o
me, for this was exactly how Baba Ji conducted His Satsang. I have seen Sant Ji
give quite a few Satsangs in Delhi and Rajasthan and He has seldom ended His
commentary in this way. He usually just
moves His hand and Pathi Ji sings on. So
maybe this was a gift to the Sangat to let
us know that Baba Ji had not left us. (In
a similar fashion, Sant Ji does many,
many small things that remind one of the
unique personality of Master Kirpal.)
There is one more thing about Sant Ji's
Satsang that I would like to share. There
are many times during the course of any
one Satsang where Sant Ji directly quotes
the poetry of the Sikh Masters, Kabir
Sahib, Tulsidas, Swami Ji, Hazrat Bahu,
and others. Sant Ji recites these classic
spiritual poems without a pause as if He
is remembering something He has
memorized. When these poems flow forth
from His lips it is a great wonder, for
seldom does He repeat any quotation
twice. From Satsang to Satsang there are
new poems which Sant Ji recites.
I have often wondered how this was
possible. No ordinary man could possibly
be able to do this. Pathi Ji told me that

Glimpses of Bombay: ABOVE AND BELOW: Master with his friend, Rajinder "Raju"
Bagga, in His room. OPPOSITE: Blessing the meal at the dining hall.

this very thing had also puzzled him. One
day he said to Sant Ji that he knows He
does not study any books, so how is it
possible that all these new poems keep appearing in His Satsangs? Sant Ji told him
that he should go within a little bit and
see how Saints have access to the teachings of other past Masters. When Sant Ji
makes these quotations it seems to me
that all the Saints are sitting within
waiting to support what Sant Ji is saying
with the teachings of the Masters that
have gone before. He is the one with
whom They are well pleased, and since
His heart is a pure vessel through which
the love of God can manifest, They joyously send that one message through Him
which They gave out in Their own unique
way in the past.
Briefly also, I would like to mention
how very, very grateful all of the sevadars
were and are to the dear ones who came
from the West. There were the usual
mistakes and blunders on our part but
once again the Master sent a most loving
Sangat who gave their hearts and souls to
helping make the program a success.
There was considerably more physical
plane seva to attend to this year. But
everyone contributed to help keep the
halls clean, the food cooked, the dishes
washed and so on. It is impossible to say
anyone did more or less for it was in the
beginning and end all a revelation of His
mercy, kindness and love.
Here are a few direct quotes that Sant
Ji made with regard to the Bombay
Program:
"It is because of the grace of Baba Ji
that we get this program once a year to
spend time in His remembrance. And the
only thing we have to learn from this program is that the Saints never forget their
disciples. Even after going back to Sach
Khand They still care for Their disciples
and They always want to make Their disciples walk on the spiritual way. They

always try in that direction. You know
that only because of His Grace you were
inspired to come to me and we are
celebrating the days in His remembrance
and I am giving you the love of only those
things. So that is why for this program
we should always take some of our
precious time and celebrate this as the
bhandara in His remembrance.
"We should be grateful to Supreme Beings Baba Somanath and Master Kirpal
Singh who gave us the opportunity of sitting here together and sharing Their love.
They gave us the message that we are all
the children of the same Father. If They
had not given us this message we would
never have sat here together.
"Now we are sitting here together and
we are sharing Their love. We cannot take
its credit on our own selves. We cannot
say it is because of our efforts. It is completely the grace of those great souls.
"I am very pleased that this time there
were so many people in the Sangat who
came. There were many people who were
not able to understand the Hindi language
because they speak their own language,
Gujarati or whatever. But it is a good
thing that they understand the language
of love and they were able to understand
the Love of my eyes. That is why even
though they were not able to communicate with me verbally still they were
able to get the love through the eyes. Today I saw many women who came here
who were weeping. There were tears in
their eyes. This was only because they
understand the love.
"This time their (Bombay Sangat's)
meeting with me was of a different kind.
This time most of the people came with
their families. And approximately one
or two people in every family was able
to understand my language. So they
would all come as a family and someone who knew the language would tell
me that it was his family and like that.
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It was a very beautiful thing.
"If you go within, you will find that
both Masters, Kirpal Singh and Baba
Somanath, live in the same city. They are
dwellers in the same city and They don't
have different points of view. They don't
have different glances for Their disciples,
They both look with the same gracious
sight on Their disciples. And They always
want the disciples to come together in
Their love. The only difference is that
They have made Their permanent abode
in the Unreachable Plane, in the Unreachable City. And we are living in the
reachable country, in this world. So we
should also do the meditation and make
our permanent residence in the Unreachable City.
"Bhagat Ravidas has said that He who
lives in our city is our friend; so the souls
who reach there, they all have the same
love for each other. They all have the
same love, the same attitude, towards
each other because They all have reached
the same city."
In conclusion, I would like to end as
I began. With the grace of Master Kirpal
and Baba Ji we have been given a grace
and blessing beyond belief, the company
of "the lovely fakir." He is as we all know
the most tender and compassionate
Master possible. He never forces anything
on us, and even if we make some major
blunder He always greets us with pure joy
and happiness, washing away all our sorrows and pains. No one who has ever
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gone to Sant Ji with an open heart has
ever come away without having received
a lot, no matter what his condition was
prior to going to India. But from our side
there is much we can do not to bring unnecessary suffering to Him. We can attempt to lead lives that are a reflection of
the Infinite Love He has given us. We are,
it seems, living in a time of great
darkness, and the laws of righteous living have been forgotten or ignored, but
we have been granted the greatest gift of
all - the company of One who is absolute
purity, innocence and love. And He has
graciously given us the best advice possible on how to live in this world so that
we can easily adjust to dwelling in the
ocean of love from which we came. The
small sacrifices He has requested us to
make in order to purify our hearts are
positive and elevating. What is more, by
happily turning away from enslavement
to the senses we will allow Him to do His
work more easily; and this means that our
beautiful Master may be with us for many
years to come. It should be our most ardent wish that we should not lose Him
early due to ingratitude to Him, insensitivity on our part to His requests to lead
a noble life in this world. For to get His
company is a treasure beyond compare.
Maulana Rumi says, "If you have the
company of a Saint . . ., and if you sit
by Him for an hour, you will have his
radiation. You will have more advancement and progress this way than by putting in hundreds of years of devotion."

Two Christmas Seasons in Rajasthan
DON NEWTON

The First Christmas
DECEMBER
28, 1981
The New Year approaches as we spend
our first day in Rajasthan. The ashram
at 16 PS is designed a bit differently from
the one at 77 RB, but being here is like
coming home. The vast sky, filled with
far more stars than we see in America;
fields of alfalfa separated by long mounds
of dirt which control the irrigation water;
the long five-foot-high mud walls that
surround the fields-all these are as
familiar, even more so, as my hand. The
great Rajasthan Plain swallows the distant calling of birds, tractors, bells and
voices. There is a pervasive hush over the
land, even at mid-day, as though the ambrosial hours of the early dawn were extended here by divine fiat to include the
entire day.
I awoke this morning several times
before 3 a.m., finally arising at about 2:30
and going to the meditation hall. By 6:30
I wasn't certain if I had meditated at all.
I didn't go to sleep (that battle will come
soon enough, I'm sure), but my mind
came in constantly to take me on extended vacations away from the main
job-sitting at the eye focus. After tea
and some more sitting, Sant Ji came and
gave us a meditation period with Him. It
was very good, especially for the first day.
I didn't see any great inner visions, but
I was able to sit through the pain caused
by my slumped posture without moving.
I slump, I have noticed, only when my
mind intervenes to take me from the
Simran. So my eventual posture is indicative of the quality of my meditation, assuming I didn't straighten myself up in
mid-sit. After the meditation Sant Ji
looked at me for an extended period and
I felt that any pain is worth that Glimpse.
I feel this year more worthless, more
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wicked than at any time previous to now.
My battles with lust and anger have been
generally defeats; my negativity toward
people who don't fit my world plan and
my superiority complex seem to have
grown and overtaken me entirely since I
was last here (about nine months ago). I
have even gotten lazy about sitting for
meditation, averaging now somewhere
around one and a half hours, not even
fulfilling the pledge of two hours I gave
to my Master those many years ago. I can
only hope that this stay in Rajasthan will
help. It is now 9:30 a.m. on the first day.
There are fewer than ten days remaining.
Awake!
Evening: This afternoon's meditation
with Sant Ji was sheer torture. Again and
again my head mysteriously bent forward, leaving me in severe pain. Again
and again I straightened up, only to have
the cycle repeated. By the end of the
period I was inwardly screaming for
relief. It was far less painful when I just
let my head flop forward and left it there
as I did this morning.
The bhajan singing was excruciating as
well. My mind was either puffed up or
else feeling loathesome. My faults were
displayed before me in technicolor.
Periodically I did Simran, which had the
effect of reminding me that I am not my
faults and vanities. But this offered only
temporary relief, since I didn't stick to it.
I was unreceptive in the darshan line,
too-a fitting end to a difficult day. I
pray that the next days will be more fruitful or I will arrive at my first private interview with no happiness in me at all.
DECEMBER
29, 1981
The meditation this morning with Sant
Ji was a break-through. For the first time
in my life, as far as I can remember, I sat
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without moving and without slumping.
The key today was to treat each repetition of the Five Names as something new
and fresh and to pay minute attention to
each set of five so that I was absolutely
certain that I finished it. At a point near
the end of the hour I began to list to the
right and slightly twist that way also. I
realized that I was focusing to the right
side of the eye center and I brought my
attention back to the center. As I did, my
body slowly righted itself and soon I was
again seated upright with no tension
anywhere. My attention actually began to
collect in the eye focus. I felt light and unconcerned for this body below me. The
darshan during Pappu's singing was so
focused! I could feel the radiation come
into my body and give strength to the
Simran that was going on. If I were indulging my mind in some thought ("He's
looking at me!" or "I'm a horrible sinner"), I was mainly able to drop it the instant He looked at me, and feel the power
of His attention boosting my Simran, infusing me with radiance. What joy!
Evening: This evening's satsang was
short, simple and powerful. For almost
the entire length of Sant Ji's talk my attention stayed on His face and forehead
and I was mercifully kept from
drowsiness that often hits me when confronted by the immense energy of the satsangs He gives.
He told one story of an old woman
who earned her living spinning thread in
the evening by the light of a lantern.
Although she had inner Light and Sound,
she saw it slowly slip away over a period
of time. Her Master came to stay with her
for one day to determine the cause of this,
and discovered that a prostitute was setting up her lamp outside the old woman's
door and that the old woman would then
turn her own lamp off and use the light
of the prostitute's lamp to spin by. She
was thus not fully earning her own living
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for that brief period, dependent as she
was on the prostitute's light, and lost her
inner vision. It was regained as soon as
she stopped the practice.
Today was one of those ideal days at
the ashram. The mind was quiet, Simran
was strong, I was centered on Sant Ji. Oh,
that every day of my life could be this
way!

30, 1981
DECEMBER
Evening: There is nothing to write. The
pen is broken and the page is torn.
Nowhere in the world is there a shop that
offers what this one gives and gives and
gives. Those Eyes! They pull on the soul,
pull it to the eye center and then beyond.
Sant Ji tonight extended the question
and answer session far beyond its usual
length. He opened our hearts and poured
and poured into them endless streams of
Love. The pen breaks, the page is torn.
DECEMBER
3 I , 1981-JANUARY4, 1982
More and more is happening within me
and I have less and less desire to write it
down. In my interview with Sant Ji I felt
so much love from and for Him. It is increasing daily. The bhajan period was
very jolly and I was in love with Him in
the darshan line. He looked directly into
my third eye and left my attention fixed
in the center of my head. Simran is a
hawk that drives away the birds of lust,
anger, greed, ego, attachment.
5-6, 1982
JANUARY
Such a trip! I did have a lot of trouble
this time with lust and anger in my
thoughts. Lusty dreams plagued me for
at least two nights. But I also got the feeling strongly that Sant Ji loves me
regardless of my present condition, that
He sees my past, present and future and
sees how I will be successful on the
spiritual path eventually. This eased my
guilt feelings.
SANT BANI

The Second Christmas
DECEMBER
24, 1982
Our first full day in Rajasthan. I was
sick in the morning-nauseous, weak.
Slept a lot during the day, fell asleep during meditation in the afternoon. I feel
strangely unreceptive, almost as if this
were a pleasure jaunt and the ashram is
but one of many stops. Meditation this
morning was excruciatingly painful. I
didn't move, but I hurt and my body
sagged. I do feel, however, that the entire experience this time is on some type
of "automatic pilot" mechanism, that the
entire progression of the ten days is
mapped out for me and that I am simply
to "go jolly" along for the ride.
DECEMBER
25, 1982
Again meditation, though filled with
fantasies and driftings from the eye focus,
was done in a straight and fairly still
body. I am feeling a bit closer to Sant Ji
than I was yesterday. I felt tonight His
love and radiance some for the first time
this trip. It cannot be described in words.
DECEMBER
26, 1982
I became aware during the morning
meditation of the intense hatred I have in
me, extending even to people here whom
I really don't know at all. It would do me
good to be able to express this projection
and work on it. Master said, after all, "If
you can't love those whom you can see,
how can you hope to love God, whom
you cannot?" I'm going to delay my interview with Sant Ji, which is scheduled
for today, in hopes that the depths of my
anger can surface and I can clearly present my burden to Sant Ji for help.
DECEMBER
27, 1982
Meditation with a Saint, when you are
granted enough receptivity to do Simran
"wholly and solely," is like drinking at a
pool of nectar. The nectar comes in small
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sips which suffuse the body with lightness
and warmth.
Evening: Two meditations in a row sitting up straight and being pulled steadily
to the eye focus. Simran, Simran, Simran.
This is a first for a weakened soul like me.
Then came the satsang. The Saint,
seated on a cloth-covered rocking
chair - the Throne of God - speaking as
it were from the very top of the Mountain, from the heart of all universes. The
room was so dark that I thought I would
be unable to see His face, but he turned
our way and His eyes, magnified behind
those thick glasses, filled the upper part
of His face. It was as if I were looking
into a large magnifying glass down deep
into the Soul of Souls. And the pulling!
With no effort He pulled me up and up
and up, His face wreathed in halos of color born deep within my own eyes. Only
Simran. Only Simran. Only Simran!
DECEMBER
29, 1982
This was the most powerful day I can
remember ever experiencing in Rajasthan.
The interview Charlotte and I had with
Sant Ji was powerful. The meditations
were exceptionally powerful. Bhajan singing was powerful. In the lineup afterward
Sant Ji looked directly into my third eye
and gave me something precious and indescribable. It was a powerful, powerful
day.
I , 1983
JANUARY
The new year dawns and my mind
rebels. Meditation with Sant Ji this morning was a struggle. He has added a new
sentence to the instructions, about the importance of keeping the attention at
"Tisra Til" (He says it in the most fetching, lilting way!) and not letting it wander
outside. For the first time in my life I am
understanding what the Inside is. There
is a placc bchind thc cycs lo which I can
retire whenever I want (perhaps it is
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better to say whenever He drags me
there). The furniture in that room doesn't
change or wear out. The scenery is reliable. It is a great contrast to the outer
world (at least mine) where everything
changes, sometimes dramatically and
painfully.
It is becoming easier to meditate this
trip, clearly with His Grace since it is far
easier to do so when He is sitting with us.
The energy pulls me up and up and I sit
like a baby in his father's lap waiting for
whatever He gives.
2 , 1983
JANUARY
The last day. Already the mind begins
working. I worry about losing what I've
gained here, and I have gained a lot. The
time has been far too short, perhaps
because I spent the first days being more
like a tourist than a pilgrim. Yet my
meditations, almost from the first day,
have been far better than on any previous
trip. I have been graced with more receptivity to Sant Ji's pull, have been pulled
farther within, and am now aware that
there really is an Inside to which I can
retire. All I need is strong Simran and a
settled life.
Tonight Sant Ji came out on His roof
for a last darshan while we all sang bhajans to Him. I feel stronger than ever the
Satguru's pull Homeward. In the meditation sittings He pulled, pulled, pulled.
The only bar to rising straight up is my
own mind's weight.
The Sunday satsang was powerful, as
usual. It was like the satsangs in
Bombay - no translation and a precious
opportunity to gaze into the Master's eyes
and do Simran for an hour and a half.
So difficult it is to stiil the mind! Yet,
when the moments of pure Simran arrive,
how simple, how simple! To take flight
on the wings of Simran and soar past the
heavens- what a fitting purpose for our
lives. And all we need do is simplify,
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simplify, simplify. Outer simplicity and
inner stillness. How delicious!
The red round sunset over the Rajasthan fields was a tremendous sight
tonight. It is so naturally hushed here!
The only sounds are distant muffled
voices, birds, the occasional squeeking
oxcart. Americans would find it hard to
believe that such a place really exists. The
closest facsimile, American-style, would
be a large preserve, untouched by industrial hands, stretching as deep into the
distance as the eye can see, the ear can
hear. It is truly a Paradise, the center of
the universe.

Postscript
JANUARY
3, 1983
Obedience to the Master. At our interview in Rajasthan Sant Ji said it would
be best for me to return to school (which
has already started) and not attend the
Bombay program this year. I had,
however, a strong yearning to just see the
Bombay site again-a form of sweet
remembrance that pulled me on. Yet His
order was more important, so I got on the
waiting list for a plane out of Delhi back
home. The flight, as it turned out, was
full and there was no other available flight
for about four days, leaving me free to
go to Bombay without breaking His
order. This has happened before when I
decide to obey even the simplest
commandment - that my deepest desires
were fulfilled.
6, 1983
JANUARY
This will probably be my last day in
Bombay. I am crying - deeply sad that I
have to leave this loving and supercharged
atmosphere during the final days before
the Master's arrival. Sometimes the Master's orders are hard to follow. Part of my
mind tells me to abandon school and bask
in the loving radiance of friends and Godman for ten more days. The other part
SANT BANI

says to obey the Master's orders and Pappu and ask his advice. I did so from
return to Delhi as scheduled tomorrow. the Delhi airport, from the Siddhartha
I am remembering last year in Bombay - Hotel throughout the day, and got no
the deep, soul-stirring bhajan sessions response in English. I was stymied.
Still uncertain as to whether I should
that lasted for an hour before the evening satsang; straining to catch a glimpse go over there (I felt like a potential party
of the Master's turban as He made His crasher), I decided to wait until I was
way through the crowd to the carpet laid given the absolute certainty that Sant Ji
for Him down the aisle to the dais; His wanted me to come there. In short order
glory as He sat in front of us, a king with the certainty came and I went.
Arriving at Pappu's at about 5:30 p.m.,
His subjects happily sitting at His feet; the
charged atmosphere; listening to satsang I was ushered in by one of several people
in the Master's native tongue while doing seated in the living room, motioned to sit
such Simran! How strongly He held up down, served tea, and politely ignored. I
our drifting boats! How surely we were had said I wanted to see Pappu and the
people seemed to understand, but it
led to the goal!
This year is difficult - the pain at hav- looked to me like no one in the room
ing to leave hurts my heart and I lie spoke English and "Pappu" was the only
around, with no energy left to even do word we had shared with some common
understanding. So there I sat, amid an Inseva, in the agony of that pain.
dian family going about its business, sipJANUARY 7, 1983 (Written late at night) ping tea and feeling as if I had two left
I left Bombay today. Such sweet, lov- feet.
Time passed. Pappu's name was mening goodbyes. The energy was building in
anticipation of the Master's arrival tomor- tioned a few times with nods in my direcrow. Chris McMahon told the beautiful, tion, but nothing further came of it. I had
moving story of his first meeting with begun to relax and feel comfortable in my
Baba Somanath in His simple, rural predicament when Pappu came in. I exashram deep in southern India. My affini- plained that I was trying to find Charlotte
ty and love for Baba Ji have grown every (my wife) and had come here first to see
year since I first saw His photograph. In if she was staying upstairs. She wasn't, he
the same way my love for the people of said, but Sant Ji was and would hold darsouthern India-their warmth, relaxed shan in an hour.
good humor and gentleness are qualities
So I waited more, feeling as if I might
I feel even on the busy streets of at any moment be kicked out for not beBombay-has blossomed. I was truly ing part of the Delhi sangat, for being in
sorry when the Indian Air Lines jet left Delhi when I had been told by Sant Ji to
the Bombay airport with me on it. go home to America. I was not feeling
Perhaps I will never again see this chaotic, very secure.
warm, serene place again.
Finally, Sheshi, Pappu's wife, said "DarMy plane to America doesn't leave un- shan?" and I understood that I was to go
til tomorrow morning and I knew Sant Ji upstairs. Sitting on the third floor with the
would most probably be at Pappu's to- Delhi sangat singing the now-familiar bhanight and I did long to see Him. Yet I felt jans, 1 felt as small and humbled as I can
hesitant to push myself into a scene where remember. I really was going to get one
I wasn't supposed to be. Uncertain as to last glimpse of the Master! How wonderthe best course of action, I decided to call ful! How undeserved.
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He came in, looking simple and
beautiful. I felt grateful to be there and
very anxious that He might be displeased
with me. I tried desperately to rid myself
of these thoughts by doing rapid-fire
Simran whenever I wasn't singing, but my
mind raced. I felt like a fool-here I was,
given a last chance to sit at the Master's
feet and absorb that unearthly, holy,
centering radiance, and all I could do was
listen to my mind worry! Pappu said a
few things in Hindi, Sant Ji folded His
hands (having listened to us sing but saying nothing), got up and left.
It was over. The final darshan I had so
hoped for was over. The earth hadn't
quaked and the heavens hadn't opened.
My expectations of something dramatic
had been unreciprocated. Yet, as I put on
my shoes amid the crowd of Indian
devotees doing the same, I felt a strange
peace. The Simran was happening by
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itself; my attention was up and far less
wavering than it had been when I had
come; my soul was charged. Without my
knowing it, the Saint had infused me with
a taste of His own Life and I reveled in
it like a fish in water.
A taxi called for me. The driver, when
he arrived, said he wanted twenty rupees.
"Twenty!" I exclaimed, thinking I was being cheated. He let go a long string of
Hindi exclamations and I, realizing he
could understand no English at $1, sat
down in the seat of the cab, leaned back,
and said aloud to no one in particular,
"For this trip I would have paid anything!"
Simran drove us home to the hotel and
my gratitude was deep for this last gift
from Sant Ji. He calls us all in whatever
way He can get us to listen, and like a
lighthouse on the shore, guides us unerringly to His True Home.
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Harmony
a talk given by
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
September 2, 1963
UESTION: Could you tell us what

Q

we should do to promote harmony
throughout all of our groups?
THE MASTER: First of all, We should forgive and forget the past. That is the foremost necessity. As I told you in my talk
last night, many misunderstandings creep
up, and the majority of them are due to
hearing through the ears of others and
seeing through the eyes of others. Take
it as if they had not told you; then you
will be all right.
Whatever has been done-if
it is at
all true that it happened--cannot be
mended now. We have to forget. I tell
you, the man who can forget is a very
strong man. The majority of men cannot
forgive. Forgiveness requires a very big
heart. And how can those who do not
like to forgive others expect forgiveness
from God?
We wish that we would be forgiven.
We pray for that, is it not so? H e will
forgive us only if we forgive others, too.
If we don't forgive the God in others,
how can the God, who is there in others,
forgive us? Do you see?
The first thing is to forgive: not only
to forgive, but to forget. Start afresh.
And in the future, don't believe what
others say. Others say what they have
heard or seen. Unless you see something
for your own selves or hear it with your
own ears, don't believe it. If somebody
tells you something unbecoming, know
that a man has different moods; we are
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not perfect. If we have love for others,
that very love beautifies even the worst
of things. You have to see from that level. That is the only way.
This is what should be done about the
past. As for the future, you have to start
your slate afresh. Many little things are
already embedded in your mind. When
others sometimes say, "Oh, yes, it must
be like that," you see it through the
smoky glasses of the many things already
lying within you.
So the first thing, I would say, is to
forgive and forget. And along with that,
keep your diaries. Introspect your dayto-day life; enter any infirmities on your
part in your diaries, and try to weed
them out. This is the outward thing. The
other is to devote regular time to the

meditation practices. Both these together
will work wonderfully.
If you sit by fire, all cold will be gone.
If you come in contact with the Light
and Sound Principle, naturally all infirmities will leave you. That is its effect.
Some infirmities will go by outer selfintiospection, and others will leave you
by coming in contact with the Godpower within. In this way, you will grow
in love. When love overflows, everything
becomes new to us, and we will also have
more progress from within.
One thing which is still more important than all of these is to know that we
are working for one common Cause. As
I told you last night, we have been
brought into a relationship that can never
end or break, even after death. We are
grateful we have the man-body; we are
grateful we have some experience to start
with on the way; and we are more
grateful that we have been linked in such
a relationship that it can never be broken. If anybody who is related to youfor instance, your child-slaps you on
the face, what would you do? Would you
kill him? You would simply say, "All
right. He is ignorant; that's all."
When all of you are working for the
one common Cause before you, the more
one can do, the better. The more each
man can do, the more he will be respected by others. But, mind that, there
should not be any egoistic feeling in what
you do, that you are the greater man.
Take the word, "world"-w-o-r-1-d.
If you eliminate the "1" from it, what
remains is "Word." The Word is God.
If you eliminate your self-the thought
that you are doing it-you
are God's.
You become the mouthpiece of God. I
think, if you put this into practice for
two or three months, you will find a radical change.
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Sometimes there is this spirit: "Well,
I know more; I am more important."
We are important insofar as God works
through us. And we are working all for
Him. There is no need of caring whether
anybody is watching you work or not.
Be true to Him. He is within you. I think
that in a very short time you will see for
your own selves. You will grow more in
love.
If another man can do more or if anybody comes up to help you, the more
fortunate you are. There is no question
of possession or domination. These are
very simple things that I think all of you
know already. I am not telling you anything new.
First of all, we should forgive. We
may have little daily dyings: "Such and
such man told me that. He thinks of me
like that." That prepossessed idea is already within you, and you judge everything that happens with those smoky
glasses.
I think this will give you progress from
day to day. You will find more love. And
we should have confidence and trust in
all those who are on the way. You can
also have trust in others, for there are
good people everywhere. But, God
knows, you are selected to be good
people.
I remember an event in the time of the
third Guru of the Sikhs, Guru Amardas.
A man who was initiated was giving his
small child a bath in the river, and somebody came running up to him and said,
"Master wants you." What did he do?
He left the child right where it was and
ran to the Master. And others asked him,
"What are you doing? Your child will
drown." "Oh, my brother is with him,"
he answered.
We should have such like trust and
confidence in one another. When we are
SANT BANI

all working for the same Cause, what
more is wanted? Don't look from the individual angle of vision. We have to look
from the angle of vision we have been
given. But this can develop only if we
have no evil thought about anybody else.
Even if anybody else does, it does not
harm you. It harms you only when you
take it for yourself.
It so happened that somebody came
up to Lord Buddha and began to call
him names, like anything. Sometimes
you find such opposition comes up because there are rivals or parties. He
came in the evening, and he went on this
way into the night. When a man is in an
angry mood, he forgets everything all
around him. It got dark, then he thought,
"Oh, it is getting dark; 1 have to go
back." As he was turning away, Buddha
told him, "Well, look here, dear friend."
"Yes, what do you have to say?" "Look
here, if somebody brings a present and
the person for whom he has brought it
does not accept it, with whom does that
present remain?" "Well, naturally, with
the one who has brought it." "Well,
whatever present you have brought me,
I do not accept."
These are the lessons we learn from
the lives of great men. I have been very
fond of reading biographies ever since I
was a student. You will find there is
something in each great man. We have
to just f d o w in their footsteps.
I tell you, to reach God is not difficult,
but to make a man is difficult. We are
all on the way to perfection, some 10
percent, some 20 percent, some 40 percent; but we are not yet fully perfect.
But we have to be "perfect as our Father
is in heaven." That is our goal. And God
loves all, even those who call Him
names, who do not believe in Him. Is it
not so? If you want to realize the God in
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you, you should also do the same.
I think this is the way. I have told
you no new thing; but we should start
with a clean heart. What is past is past;
it should be forgotten: first forgiven and
then forgotten. Even in forgiving we say,
"Oh, I have already forgiven you; why
should I forgive you again?" This was
put to Master Jesus. He was asked,
"What should we do to forgive others?
How many times should we forgive
themn-what do your scriptures say?"seven times?" Jesus said, "I say forgive
him seventy times seven."
This scripture is not only meant for
reading or ruminating over. It is to be
learned. Whatever you learn should become part and parcel of your life, and
you will change like anything.
I think that you have put a very good
question. I already gave you a hint yesterday that it is all up to us. If Mr. is there or you are there or Mrs. -is
there or anybody-A,
B, C or D-is
there, they are working for the Cause of
the Master. There may be little flaws
here or there. But if we look from the
angle of love, we will see that everybody
is doing his best in his own way.
One thing more: we should learn appreciation of others. If you learn even
that much, I think that it will sweep
away all the dirt. It won't add any more
dirt to it. Whatever little a man does,
appreciate it. If he does more, appreciate it still more. Appreciation, I think,
will save you from adding more trouble,
more dirt to your mind. We don't appreciate others, I tell you. We all say, "I
have done the most. What I can do, nobody else can do." When that "I-hood''
enters in, it spoils the whole show. A
little poison added even to something
sweet will kill you.
So, again, it is not difficult to reach

God, but it is difficult to make a man. It which they can, and then Master says:
I don't give lectures, you see; I give
takes time. The man-body is the golden
opportunity we have, and we can do it; heart-to-heart talks.
each man can change. There is hope for
QUESTION:There are three beautiful
everybody: every saint has his past and
children outside and they are waiting for
every sinner, a future. A man who is now
days to see You; can I bring them in?
reading in the M.A. class or has a Ph.D
THE MASTER:Surely, oh yes, bring
was once reading in the primary class.
And if a man who is now reading in the them in. "Suffer little children to come."
primary class gets the same help and They are the budding hopes of the comguidance, he too can get the same ing generation-the budding hopes.
degree.
QUESTION: Master, give us that paraWe should look at everybody from his
ble about bending the elbows again,
level. If you have an M.A. or a higher
would You please?
degree and you think, "Oh, why does he
THE MASTER:The parable goes that
not d o as I am doing?" that involves
the
God Vishnu. who provides for the
some condescension. These things, little
world
(the same God, but the aspect
by little added up, give the mind unrest.
They also drive away every iota of love that is demarcated for a certain function), invited all the good and bad peowithin you.
Forgive and forget. Have appreciation ple-the gods and the demons-and prefor whatever anyone does. Do work for pared a very big banquet for them. The
the sake of the common Cause we have food was laid out, and seats were arformed. Don't feel that others do less; ranged for everyone. They all sat towhy not do your best? Each one should gether. Naturally, in events of this kind,
do his best and have appreciation for one the host has to say something. H e said,
another. I think this would be a very "All my dear friends, I welcome you.
But there is one condition I have made,
good ground for your meditation, too.
These small thoughts vibrate. If you and that is, when you eat your food.
strike a small wire, it continues vibrating don't bend your arms." (Of course. only
for some time. Every little thought vi- when you bend your arm will the food
brates. That is why, for some reason or reach your mouth, not otherwise.) "It
another, our meditations are sometimes is all for you. Enjoy it."
Those people who were called "bad"
not good.
You will remaln a man outwardly. had not developed. The demons racked
Master is a man like you. H e has only their brains and thought, "Well. what
two eyes, not four. D o you see? H e are we to do? How are we to reach our
passes through the world, and H e be- mouths?" They could not find any solucomes an example for others. too. H e tion. So they said, "Perhaps we have
does not have four hands, or four feet been simply ridiculed," and they left the
for walking, but H e has developed in- place. But the others who were still there
wardly. You can also develop in this said, "Thcre must be something in it."
Those who are developed do not say
way, with proper help and guidance.
Someone here asks the people in the anything unnecessary. When you hear
back of the room i f they can hear, something from them, there is some
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meaning in it, something in it. We should
try to understand.
They came to the conclusion: "Yes,
he said something very good. All right,
we won't bend our arms. We will simply
take the food and stretch out our arms
and feed each other." If you stretch out
your hand it will reach my mouth; my
hands will reach your mouth.
This is a parable from which we have
to learn. We only want to feed our own
selves. If you would make others eat,
make others happy, then I think, all
would be happy; there could be nobody
who would remain unhappy.
Share with others. This is given in all
scriptures. They laid down the law of
"tithing," that is, giving something for
the good of all the people. Some start
with one-fortieth, until everything is given away for God. If we learn to share
with others, there will be no feeling of
otherness. What is causing all the trouble? One brother is rich; the other is
poor; this one has been killed; that one
is going hungry; another does not care.
I told some governors I met during
this tour that all the problems of the
governments will be solved. I told them,
"Look here, you have been given custody of certain people under you. Look
after their convenience to the best you
can. Have love of service. Service of humanity is service of God; God has entrusted you with that. No matter what
the number of people your country has,
let them be served. You are responsible
to God for that. If one country has more
people to serve than it can manage, let
the people of other countries manage to
provide for them or transfer them to
their country." Everything can be solved;
and in two or three cases, they did
change.
We should think that whatever we
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have, others certainly have the same
right. In our dominating spirits, we sirnply spoil the show-just for a little "Ihood." The "1" should be eliminated
from "world," and the Word will remain.
These things are given in our scriptures,
but we simply ruminate and go on devouring anything, not taking anything to
heart and making it part and parcel of
our lives.
When I was young, I used to read my
scriptures of the Sikhs. It is a very voluminous book, covering over 1400 pages,
big size, and I think there are hundreds
of hymns in it. I used to read only one
hymn and then put it down in writing. I
considered that that was the lesson given
to me for the day. I read it once, twice,
four times-all throughout the day, and
sometimes for two days. If we read
scriptures in that way, I think we will
change. We simply read them and then
forget what was written there. We listen
to a talk and on the same day we forget what the subject of the talk was. We
should first learn wholeheartedly by attending wholeheartedly, and then grasp
the meaning and make it part and parcel
of our lives. The food which is digested
will give you strength. If the food is not
digested, it will create some disease,
some ferment in the body.
This is what has to be done. Everybody knows what is best, but we simply
learn and forget. Don't learn anything
to be forgotten. Learn one thing, and
other things will follow. Learn to love,
and everything will be all right: service
will follow; sacrifice will follow; everything will follow. Love always knows
giving. One who loves won't eat; he will
give to others. A mother won't eat even
if she has to take the morsel out of her
own mouth and give it to the child.
Similarly, make one point in your life
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definite: other things will follow. Be
truthful. If you always tell the truthwho you are, what you are doing now,
what you were doing last night--naturally, if you were doing anything wrong,
you will be ashamed. You will try not to
do it again. Similarly, if you digest one
thing and make it part and parcel of
your life, your life will change. I think
so many of you know so much, perhaps
in many cases more than 1 do intellectually, but the difference is only that you
have not digested it. That's all.
COMMENT: I think all group leaders
and representatives are requested to get
together at 3:30 for an hour or so, so we
can talk things over in the presence o f
the Master. It is just for the leaders.
THE MASTER: The leaders are as dear
to me as you are; but if they have any
difficulties in their work, we can have
a heart-to-heart talk. It is only because
you have some practical difficulties bothering you.
This is what I suggested at the very
beginning, in 1955: that all representa-

tives who were chosen should lay their
heads together at regular intervals so as
to see what the difficulties are and if
there can be any solution to them. If all
of you sit together and love each other,
it will be a very good example for others.
If you don't meet with any other person
and you are talking too highly about
your own self and denouncing others,
that is a bad name on the very movement. Do you follow me?
QUESTION:Master, would you just
give us a couple of words on love before
you go?
THE MASTER:
Love: what is a sign of
love?
QUESTION: What is a sign o f love?
THE MASTER:
Yes, an outer sign. The
one whom you remember, whom you
love, is never forgotten, even in your
dreams. So love so much that even in
dreams you see Him: even in your deep,
sound sleep you may be giving out the
same thing. Out of the abundance of
heart a man speaks. That's all.

CORRECTION
Please note that there is a very serious typographical error o n page
23 of last month's issue (SANTBANI, February 1983), in Master Kirpal's discourse, "Thief of Your Life's Breath." T h e error occurs in
the seventh line f r o m t h e bottom o n the right-hand column a n d
drastically alters the Master's point. Corrected, it reads as follows:

"We are dyed in the worldly color through doing the
world's simran, and it can only be washed out by doing
the simran (remembrance) and dhyan (contemplation) of
the Lord."
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